‘Child Enlivening programme’:
Grandeur Nature Association,
or the Power of speech of a Child
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The ‘séjours de rupture’ (Child Environment break programmes) were started in the
1970’s by individuals from the Aide Sociale à l’Enfance (French social services for child
welfare). This initiative was proposed as an alternative to the only available services
addressing problems within the family.
In accordance with the January 2, 2002 law (No:2002-2) which reformed the social
and social-health actions, our Grandeur Nature Association’s project conceived and
drafted by a team, sets the main objectives and work carried out within our ‘Child
Living environment’.

- The Association a)Legal context of the operation
The Grandeur Nature Association, or the ‘Power of Speech
of a Child’, is a non-profit organisation which was created in 1991.
Its activities began in 1996 in partnership with the Aide Sociale à
l’Enfance. Following the January 2, 2002 law No (2002-2), giving a
status to the “Lieux de vie” (hereby referred as ‘Child Living
environments’), the association is accredited as such by the social
services of the Hérault Department (a French territorial subdivision)
in 2003. After the approbation on January 17th of 2007 by the
Conseil général du département de l’Essonne (Essonne Subdivision
General Council), Grandeur Nature Association was declared a
bona fide ‘lieu de vie et d’accueil’ (‘Child Living and Hosting
environment ’) for 15 years.
As a ‘Child Living environment’, Grandeur Nature
association is regulated by:
- The January 2, 2002 law (No: 2002-2), reforming social and
social-health action and adding dispositions relating to ‘Child
Living and Hosting environment’.
- The December 23, 2004 Decree (No: 2004-1444),
mentioned in subsection III, L 312-1 section of the Code de l’Action
Sociale et des Familles, relating to the organisation and minimal
technical requirements of the ‘Child Living and Hosting
environments’

- The CASF (the Family Social Code action), 2006 edition,
in comments of article L.312-1.III, specifying that the ‘Child Living
and Hosting environments’ are not institutional, albeit coming
under the dispositions relating to the rights of users (which are
articles L311-3 to L311-8), relating to the authorization scheme,
control measures and assessments. They are not liable to social
subdivisional schemes.
Furthermore, as organizers of ‘Child Environment break
programmes’ abroad, we are committed to abide by the
specifications that were drawn up in the April 2004 report of the
Inspection Générale des Affaires Sociales et de l’Inspection
Générale des Services Judiciaires (respectively, General Inspection
of Social Services and of Judiciary Services).

b) History and geographic al locations
In 1995, following the construction of the catamaran named
Grandeur Nature, the association members approached the
Subdivisional General Councils with a project consisting of
organizing sailboat expeditions around the world for young people.
Thereby a partnership was established with the Essonne
Department. The first three months expedition took place, involving
six young people and two youth workers from the Institut
Départemental Enfance et Famille (Children and Family
Subdivisional Institute) based in Brétigny-sur-Orge (France),
including two staff members from our association.
From 1996 to 2008, the association has organized 11 ‘Child
environment break programmes’ abroad, including 9 transatlantic
trips from 6 to 10 months each. These expeditions involved 69
young people, age 10 to 18, among whom 35 were entrusted by
social services. As the years progressed, our original concept
succeeded in reaching its goal, which is the project hereby
presented.
Our ‘Child Living environment’ provides a non-traditional and
innovative hosting environment. These ‘Child Environment break
programmes’ we propose do take place on a sailboat, as we do not
use permanent on-land accommodations. The duration of one
expedition is 9 months and the craft sails between the
Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean. In between expeditions, the
project members are dedicated to maintaining and renovating the
boat (our work tool), deciding upon the next project, preparing the
roster and discussing all related issues, and also meeting young
people, their parents and social services. The versatility and

dedication of everybody does lead to a better understanding and
control of the project for each person involved.

c) Our missi on
« Un lieu de vie et d’accueil qui vise par un accompagnement
continu et quotidien, à favoriser l’insertion sociale des personnes
accueillies » (« A ‘Child Living and Hosting environment’ is aimed
at providing everyday and continuous professional ‘care and
attention’ to aid the social integration of the ‘hosted’ individuals »)
(French decree (no: 2004-1444) of December 23rd 2004).

d) Speci ality of our ‘C hild Living
environment’
The sailboat as a non-stationary ‘Child
Living environment’
When travelling, one changes location frequently, meeting and
integrating with different social groups and experiencing new ways
of living. The young people entrusted to us, both male and female,
need to develop these essential social skills.
Travel means facing new situations: marine disorientation
(due to possible rough weather), logistics, food supply, everyday life
situations (in a non-familiar setting) and communicational
difficulties (i.e.; different languages). All these situations provide
many different opportunities to make personal progress, to measure
progress already made and progress to be made in the future…
They are many ways to travel, but the maritime approach is
our preferred choice. The sea presents unique advantages which are
of particular interest to us with the project in mind.

Firstly, the liquid element is disorienting to the young
people: As a floating living environment going forward, the boat
moves continuously, which is unsettling. The full purpose of this
‘break’ is, literally, to ‘reroute’ the young people – to show them
‘another way’. The way we advocate is a maritime experience that
may result, ultimately, in positive behavioural changes.
Additionally, the young people entrusted to us by the social
service Aide Sociale à l’Enfance are known to have rejected
authority and set guidelines. The sea, as a natural elemental force
untamed by man, serves a purpose: Quite rapidly, the young people
feel that it is difficult to defy an element to which we all are obliged
to adapt to, as we should have to respect the laws of nature.
Being at sea is also an opportunity to discover the greatness
of the world. It offers an immense horizon, to be “found” always
further and further… Does not Nature, concealing so many
resources and treasures like whales, dolphins, sea turtles, corals, for
instance, be worthy of protection, conservation? In truth, the beauty
and the diversity of the marine environment play a role in allowing
the young people to reflect: it makes them think.
Our craft is a 49 foot catamaran built especially for these
‘Child environment break programmes’ at sea, for the young people
in question. It is unsinkable. The quality of its construction and its
simplicity make it perfectly manoeuvrable to crews of young people
under the supervision of a qualified skipper. With a living space for
12 people, it offers the crew, consisting of all ages, a comfortable
quality of life, lending itself to the possibility of welcoming outsiders
– Scientifics, in particular – for the betterment of the group.

 Description of the habitable hulls: 4 double cabins, 1
quadruple cabin, 1 kitchen, 1 dining area, 1 map table, 1 library, 1
bathroom.
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Our ‘Child Living environment’: The
catamaran ‘Grandeur Nature’.

e) Ethical val ues of Grandeur Nature Ass ociation
The whole team has respect for the following values:
- The respect
- The

of the child as a person in his own right, therefore the respect for his thoughts and words.

certainty that everyone can be taught or can learn.

- olidarity and co-operation, rather than rivalry.
- Respect for

all life.

d) Finance
The 6th of January 2003 Official Gazette defined that “Lieux de vie et d’accueil” (‘Child Living and Hosting environment’) are not
bound by any social organisational scheme nor any common law price scale fixing.
‘We’ are regulated by the April 7th 2006 Decree (No: 2006-422), relating to budget, accounting and financial management, and financing
and price scale fixing clauses pertaining to ‘Lieux de vie et d’accueil’ (‘Child Living and Hosting environments’).
Consequently, the financing of Grandeur Nature Association is determined by the daily rate fixed by the July 5th 2007 decision of the
Budgetary Allowance Commission of the “Direction de la Prévention et de la Protection de l’Enfance” (Direction for Prevention of Abuse and
the Protection of Children) of the Essonne Department.
Furthermore, families directly entrusting their children to the Grandeur Nature association do contribute financially to the operating costs
of the expedition. Non-social discrimination being one of our main concerns, it is our wish that these expeditions remain accessible to low
income families. In this case, any claim for financial support is justified.

- Targeted groups Our project stands firmly on the principle of social diversity.
Our groups consist of young people - boys and girls - from different
backgrounds. We strive for the ‘right balance’ when establishing
new crews.

a) Young pe ople entruste d b y the
social services, Aide Sociale à
l’Enfance
We welcome into the programme young people
between the ages 10 to 18, entrusted by the social services,
Aide Sociale à l’Enfance. Our maximum capacity of young people
entrusted by the social services is 6. The young people are directed
to our ‘Child Living environment’ by different services: the
circumscriptions of “Aide Sociale à l’Enfance” (ASE) from
anywhere in France, the Service d’Action Educative en Milieu
Ouvert, Maison des Solidarités (all French services for the
protection of children)…
Every year, we nurture young people encountering social
and/or familial difficulties who hail from all areas of France. As a
preventive structure, the aim of Grandeur Nature is to host
youngsters motivated and willing to live an original experience
enabling them to break free of these negative life situations.

The children’s problems and paths in life are multiple and
varied. Some will have experienced periods in institutions, while
others will not have.
However, we are aware of a common background among
them, such as family violence and conflict, abuse, truancy, and
emotional and educational deprivation.
In addition to normal awkward adolescent inquisitiveness,
these young people experience social and familial crises that
undermine the forming of their own identities. Consequently, they
can be ‘driven to’ inadequate behavioural patterns and difficult
relationships. For most of the adolescents, educational deprivation
and absence of guidelines can lead to chaotic attitudes towards rules
and authority. Trust in adults is often weak, and sometimes nonexistent.
In addition, young people directed to our programme often
lack personal interest in educational projects or ‘life in general’.
Thereby, the ‘Child environment break programme’
proposed to them would seem to be an adequate solution. Our staff
will also ensure that the conditions (i.e.: accommodations, etc…)
are suitable to the candidates’ needs. However, if it is ascertained
that a candidate may require regular follow-up therapeutic
treatments by a professional, he would not qualify for the
programme. In addition, young people exhibiting signs of hard
substance abuse will not qualify for this programme either.

The willing participation of the young people in our
project is essential. Should the opposite occur, they may perceive
the ‘Child environment break programme’ as ill-treatment or an
uncomfortable experience. Participation in an expedition such as
this cannot be imposed, but must arise from the individual’s own
free will. Their motivation to participate in the programme may
come from not having any other choices, but their consent allows
them to adapt more easily to this proposed new life experience.

b) Young people entrusted directly by
their families
The project involves young people entrusted either by social
services or directly by their families. The young people, age 12 to
18, come on their own initiative, with the full agreement and
support of their families, to live a communal adventure (that they
may define as “a dream come true”), to acquire independence and
to detach themselves from personal problems. Indeed, they are in
the midst of adolescence and personality development, which elicits
questioning and querying.
These young people get individually involved in the project,
as do the young people entrusted by the social services Aide Sociale
à l’Enfance, and we regard their presence as essential (See* Social
diversity).

c) Terms of admissi on to th e
prog ram me:
May

Meeting with young people, their families and/or referring social workers
Outlines of the journey, on-board living rules and conditions of inclusion for the trip

June

Time for reflection by the youngster

July

A two week preparatory session with the aspiring young people
Reviewal of the preparatory session with the young people
Team assessment to determine each youngsters’ aptitude to participate in the expedition
Approval from the young person and the management team

August-September

October

Departure preparation (vaccinations, the purchasing of various necessities…)

One week of preparation prior to departure (involving the whole crew)
Young person’s individual summary and establishment of his Contract of Sojourn
Signature of the Internal Rules and Contract of Sojourn

- Pedagogical ma in axis a) An ‘environment b reak’ as a means
of transition:
The Aide Sociale à l’Enfance services define us as providing
‘Child environment break programmes’. The ‘breaks’ we
propose are physical, geographical ‘breaks’, away from the young
person’s usual environment. However, the bonds with his home
environment are maintained by mail and email throughout the
journey. Telephone calls and visits are not authorized.
However, ‘breaks’ here don’t mean negating laws or a social
life.
We are foremost a ‘lieu d’(en)vie’ (a ‘motivationg, enlivening
environment’). We invite the young people to live in such an
environment for an ‘ideal’ period of 9 months, a duration we came
to consider adequate after several years of practice. This period
gives the children enough time to mature, to go through different
transitions enhancing their personal development.
Life is a succession of transitions: transition from
childhood to adulthood, from student to wage earner, from celibate
to spouse…Indeed, as Arnold Van Gennep wrote, « Individual life,
regardless of the society, consists of transitions from one age to another, from
one occupation to another.»1
During the 9 months of the expedition, the young people go
through different transitions. These, include two dimensions: a

spatial dimension, corresponding to the boat and the journey, and a
temporal dimension, corresponding to the duration of the sojourn.
It is in regards to these two dimensions that a ‘transition’ can take
place, which objective, according to Paul Fustier, would be ‘to
obtain a psychological change or an identity change’ (« obtenir un
changement psychologique ou un changement d’identité ») beneficial to
their personal development.2

The journey is punctuated by periods of transition.
Moving takes on a symbolic dimension. The vessel progresses
geographically on the world map. At the same time, the young
people evolve. We have set out 3 fundamental stages over the
course of the expedition:
- The first three months: The young people will discover a
new environment and new rules. They are presented with a
different way of life. Television and video games are not anymore
part of their daily life. To occupy themselves, they must learn to:
read, draw, play with others… They need constant daily ‘care and
attention’. The new people they meet will become comrades
throughout the following months. Bonds are being created within
what becomes, little by little, ‘a community’.

1
2

VAN GENNEP, A, Les rites de passage. Picard, 1981.
FUSTIER, P, Le lien d’accompagnement, entre don et contrat social. Dunod, 2000.

An ‘environment bre ak’ as a means of
transiti on (continued)
It is also during this period that the young people will be
asking about the reasons of the departure and the objectives of the
journey. After 2 weeks on-board, a specific responsibility (electrics,
stewardship, seamanship, etc…) is assigned to each young person,
who will be aided in his task by an adult. They must first declare
that they don’t know how to carry out a task, in order to accept the
learning process.
- Between three to six months:
The young people begin to liberate themselves from their
former image. They gain confidence in themselves and trust in the
group where they evolve. The daily operating mode of the ‘living
environment’ becomes natural to them. This allows them to express
personal aspirations and to acquire independence. Little by little,
they find themselves opening up to their new surroundings, to the
others they encounter, and to the world. At the end of this period,
they start to enjoy learning, which is no longer seen as a constraint.
Often, they will master and hand over their duties to others onboard.
- The last three months:
These last months are punctuated by their reflections upon their
experiences on the expedition and upon their aspirations for when
they return. They continue to open up, to be independent and be
more aware of the world around them. They realize that they are
after all, useful human beings. They have actually become crew

members. Bonds of trust have been established. Provided that they
have acquired the necessary skills, they can be responsible for a
night watch (under the responsibility of the captain).
Anxiety linked on their return can sometimes manifest, and this
must be carefully acknowledged and addressed by the staff. When
the return journey is by sea, it is symbolized by the crossing of the
Atlantic Ocean, the arrival in Europe and finally, in France.
Attention must be paid to all of these transitions. The
accompanying adults are the cornerstones of these different
transitions. These transitions pre-suppose (as all life transitions do,
in this respect) a certain degree of risk taking, as the person in
“transit” knows what is left behind, but not what is to be found.
This concept of movement dictates trading certainty for
contingency.
These transitions happen only through the time frame of the
sojourn, which favours the young people’s maturity in relation to
their progress. Regular meetings between the adolescents and the
management team members take place, thus ensuring that
difficulties are not overlooked in one single meeting.
To deliberately leave one’s usual environment for 9 months
is not insignificant. Over several expeditions, we came to realize
that time is a necessary condition for transitions to unfold.

b) ‘Living together’, Carrying out
together’ or the c oncept of ‘Caring’
 Our project is all about ‘living with’ the young people. We
work according to the principles of ‘active pedagogy’. ‘Active
pedagogy’, as implemented by such notables as Peztalozzi and
theorized by such philosophers as J.J. Rousseau, means that we
learn through practice, and that all learning must have a practical
aspect that legitimizes de facto the acquisition. The theoretical
contribution does not arise before, nor after the action, but from it.
For example, an astronomy lesson is more easily accepted if applied
as a practical orientation exercise, and all the more if people have
experienced failure in school.
 Young people and adults are subject to the same rules. As a
matter of fact, each crew member signs the same Operating Rules
document.
Adults live with the young people around the clock. They
share the same activities. They cook, clean the deck, buy groceries,
draw up written materials, hike, dive together…From the daily
continuous attention and life sharing emerge feelings of belonging to
and bonding with the group.
 Without a ‘living together’ situation, the principle of
exemplariness would not work and would be doomed to
failure. It is the means by which the adults of Grandeur Nature
show levels of consistency to the young people in their care.
However, advocating exemplariness does not mean putting
everybody at the same level. Clearly, on-board, there are those in

charge who take care of the younger crew members. Everybody onboard is part of the same crew, but each crew member has different
responsibilities, place and status.

c) Soci al and gender di versity
We choose deliberately to pick crews of varied origins and
backgrounds in order to favour a diversity necessary for balance and
openness of mind. All the young people welcomed on-board, boys
and girls, are subject to the same rules; no discrimination on the
grounds of racial origin or gender is tolerated by the staff, which
defends an egalitarian principle.
This social and gender diversity we hold as essential, for all
the proposed activities.
From encounters with other persons, exchanges and
discussions arise, (which are encouraged by the managing adults),
and bring each person new non-stereotypical communication
standards.
The young people weave, little by little, constructive
bonding. The long-term objective is to create solidarity within

a diverse group of individuals thriving on mutual
exchanges brought on by their differences.

- Description of life on - board To help with the understanding of our work, we think it is important to give the reader an idea of a typical day at sea, or during a stopover.
Every evening, the next day activities are discussed by the whole crew.

A TYPICAL DAY AT SEA
At sea, all depends on what the meteorological and maritime conditions are.

A TYPICAL DAY DURING A STOPOVER
During a land stopover, the days are organized according to the project decided
upon. The group is divided most of the time:

Morning: - Wake-up time depending on the night watch schedule.

hikes, encounters with the

indigenous populations, local activities, work on-board, etc…

- Cleaning duties in cabins and common quarters.
- Weather permitting: Language or navigation courses, followed by

Morning: - Group wake-up time, as scheduled

individual work or in small groups.

- Cleaning duties of the cabins and the hull compartments

Group meal: (prepared each day by a young crew member with adult supervising)

- Individual work

Afternoon : - Collective activities, such as theatre, painting, games…

Group meal: (prepared each day by a young crew member with adult supervising)

- Group snack and collective reading out loud.

Afternoon: various activities according to the stopover opportunities

-Rest time, reading, games, writing, swimming, etc.

Group meal: (prepared each day by a young crew member with adult supervising)
Evening : Choice of participation in games and entertainment, discussions,. etc…

Throughout the day: Sailing practice: boat steering,

Crew bedtime.

various manoeuvres at various on-board posts. Positioning of the boat on the nautical
charts,
to ensure that everyone knows where we are and where we go: everyone on-board is a
a crew member after all!
Group meal: (prepared each day by a young crew member with adult supervising)
Evening: bed time depending on the night watch schedule.

On-land or at sea:
Everyday: writing and reading of the collective diary by designated
persons.
Every week: oral collective summary and letter writing to the families.
Every month: written individual summary.
Every two months: illustration of the ship’s log, for the benefit of
families and association members.

- Project finality, object ives and implem enta tion -

Finality

Our programme of ‘Child Living environment’ aims for the education and social
integration of young people encountering social difficulties, by the means of journeys,
discoveries, adventures.

Objective an d implementation

All specific objectives and their implementation are presented here for clarity purposes in a
diagram. The means of implementation will be explained later in more detail.

`

Physical wellbeing:
Respect for one’s
body and that of
others





By means of:
Everyday « care and attention » to the
young person’s personal hygiene
Establishment of manual and sporting
activities (hiking, swimming…)
Establishment of non-violence as a rule :
Respect of one’s body and that of others

Objective 1 :
TO REBUILD
SELF-ESTEEM
Encouraging the
young people to feel
more fulfilled with
« being » versus
pretending to be
By means of:
 A new perception of the young person
by the group and the indigenous
populations due the absence of “past” in
this new living environnement
 A place in the group conferred upon
each one through given responsibilities
(electricity, food supply, dinghy…)
 A pedagogy of success

Acknowledging
the young
persons’s words
By means of:
 Crew meetings
 Contract of Sojourn
 Psychological support
 Weekly one-to-one meetings
 Multiple expression mediums
(photographics, reportages,
individual or collective ship’s logs…)

Objective 1: To r eb uild self - esteem
a) Physical well being: Respect for
one’s own body and that of others

Encouraging the young people’spersonal
hygiene and care for their physical self is an important
daily duty. Each morning, they are asked to tidy their cabins and
personal effects. The managing adults help implement the young
people’s hygiene, depending on their autonomy.

The proposed sport and physical activities such as
sailing, hiking or diving offer the young people opportunities to
excel, to discover their limits along with unsuspected
capabilities which enhance self-esteem rebuilding. For example,
a hike on the rim of a volcano, after an ascent of more than one day,
can promote surpassing oneself.

Furthermore, non violence is one on-board rule
applicable to, and accepted by, everybody. Indeed, any physical
harm, self-induced or perpetrated against someone, is not tolerated.
The pursuit of verbal communication is encouraged to avoid the
emergence of violence as a form of expression.

b) Encouraging the young people to
feel more fulfilled with ‘being’ versus
‘pretending to be’:
 The young people are ‘stepping’ into a totally new living
environment free of any ‘past’. Coming from different
environments and backgrounds, they look at others with new
eyes devoid of any prejudice.
In addition, during stopovers, the managing adults
encourage integration and interaction with the indigenous
population. These people may be totally unfamiliar with the
codes that would give them an understanding of the young
people’s role, real or affected. The young people must then
devise methods of communication devoid of (cultural)
stereotypes behind which to hide.
 As the expedition progresses, the young person is entrusted
with different on-board responsibilities which are
opportunities to gain the group’s trust. From the first night on,
he is in charge of steering the boat under the supervision of an
adult. Two weeks into the journey, he is given a real
responsibility (stewardship, electrics, etc…) for several months.
He becomes a crew member, thus establishing his useful place
into the group.
In favour of a ‘pedagogy of success’, the management
team pay attention when assessing the true capabilities and
limits of the young people, to avoid placing them in situations of
failure. However, an error is perceived on-board as an
opportunity to learn and not a disaster.


c) Acknowledging the words of the
young person as an individual capable
of ch oice:
 The Contract of Sojourn (cf. corresponding annex) is
signed by the young people after the first meeting. Clauses are
added later; they define some individualized objectives, at the
end of the week of journey preparation, and 4 months into the
journey. They are drawn up with the young people’s
cooperation, and signed by them.
 Throughout the trip, young people are invited to express
personal feelings, to ask questions, to enquire. Life on-board, the
group and individual needs, are some of the subjects discussed
regularly. Monthly collective summaries, or Discussion
forums, take place for everyone to talk about any particular
subject (apprenticeship, personal wishes and needs, on-board
atmosphere…) The encouragement of all the crew members’
expression of personal feelings and opinions, and the

acknowledgment of their words, and promotes communal
progress. Recognized as individuals with rights and capable of
making choices, the young people feel listened to, a step towards
self-esteem rebuilding.
 During weekly one-to-one formal meetings, the
young people have opportunities to express and to commit
themselves through contracts established with the
management team.
 The young people are proposed psychological support
for the expedition. It consists in the initial meeting between the
young people and the clinical psychologist, prior to departure, to
establish first contact and bonds
Twice during the expedition, on-board discussion forums will be
conducted by our psychologist. He will offer psychological
support to the young people who feel they would benefit from it.
When returning from the expedition, another meeting with the
psychologist
will
be
organized.

 To encourage the expression of the child, multiple

expression mediums are implemented:

Daily, the young person writes his own personal diary.
Everyday, a crew member recounts the day according to his point of view. The texts are drafted by the young people, read aloud
to and validated by the whole crew. Every two months, these texts are paginated by a young person and an adult, to create the
ship’s collective log intended for families, friends and association members. Every crew member is free to write more texts
in addition to the mandatory ones.
To each text is added an illustration. Coloured pencils, paints and watercolours are available on-board.
Every 2 weeks, a
adult, if needed.

collective letter, published on our Web blog, is drafted on-board by a young person with the help of an

During stopovers, the young people may choose any subject (health, sport, family, education…) to create a report, either optional
or mandatory. This report is to be written and illustrated by pictures and drawings. A digital camera, as well as a video
camera, is available on-board for the youngsters.
The management team and the young people organize on-board activities that enhance expression: theatre,

songs, music…

By means of:

Allowing the
young people to
commit verbally
and honour this
commitment




The young person’s willing participation
in the programme
The young person’s verbal committments
through contracts drafted weekly after
meeting with the management team

Objectif 2 :

TO BECOME THE
AUTHOR OF,
AND TO
REFLECT ON
ONE’S OWN LIFE

Initiating a
constructive
personal
reflection
By means of:
 The young person’s participation in
the local life of the counties visited
 The focus given to environmental
awareness, through flora and fauna
discovery
 The interaction with scientists

Re-inventing
oneself for living
in society
By means of:



Collective reflection upon the on-board
rules and regulations
Observance of the rules and customs of
the countries visited

Objective 2: To become the
author of, and to reflect on
one’s own life
a) Allowing the young people to
commit verb ally
A journey is a succession of stages and commitments.
 Whenever it is necessary, the young person is reminded of
the initial commitment: to be a willing participant in the
programme.

Every week, and then every two weeks, the management
team organizes individual meetings with each and every
young person. The young people’s feelings, evolution, progress in
accomplishment, and positive aspects of the recent past period are
discussed. To the best of his abilities, the young person assesses
himself his difficulties. Following each meeting, he writes in a
journal, in his own words he feels he can respect, a contract regarding
the week to come, and signs it. He has it validated by the adults.
The content of these contracts can vary from “Tidying my cabin” to
“Not insulting others”, to “Washing myself in the morning” to
“Writing a report on Casamance”… These moments are essential
for the verbal commitment of the young people that can, and
will, be later verified through his actions. During the meeting, the
management team promise to ensure the means necessary for the
young to respect his engagement. Acting as a mediator, one of the
adults will guarantee support for the young person.

b) Initiating a construc tive personal
reflection on the w orld
 Through their travels and discoveries, the young people
construct their personal opinion of the world. During the
sojourn, they will discover, probably for the first time in their life,
the existence of a whole world outside France. The inhabitants of
the countries visited conduct their lives in many different ways.
Intercultural encounters often trigger reaction and reflection in the
young ones.
During particular stopovers, the involvement of the
young people in local life is at the heart of the project. For
instance, to share the everyday life of Haitian families; to meet and
play with children from an orphanage; to spend a day in school and
get acquainted with the children's way of life in Casamance; to go
up the Maroni river to encounter the Bushis Nengue children, these
are all starting points for “our” young people’s constructive and
personal reflection on the world.
 The crew experiences living on the ocean (which occupies 3
quarters of our planet!). We take great care to preserve the
ecological environment, our communal inheritance, (e.g.:
marine life such as turtles, whales and other encountered species).
As a means to preserve the environment, we also adapt to the
visited countries’ resources.
 Meetings and activities organised with the local
scientists give us a better comprehension of the observed flora
and fauna. Our young people acquire a concern for ecological
matters that will encourage them to preserve their natural
surroundings for the duration of the sojourn and after. Furthermore,
human pollution has consequences directly observable at sea.

c) Re-inventing oneself for living
in society
In essence, the ‘break’ we propose is a complete departure with
the original young person’s environment. However, ‘break’ here
doesn’t mean a break in regard to the laws of society. In truth, living
on-board with others dictates the setting of rules. Understanding the
purpose of rules helps the youngster to transfer them into his later
social life.

a group
reflection on the on-board living rules is initiated.


As the journey preparation phase begins,

Then, prior to departure, each crew member is asked to accept and
to sign the Internal Rules (cf. corresponding annex). These, possibly
perceived first as impediments to freedom, are progressively
assimilated and interpreted by the young as necessary for communal
life. Their integration helps him to live fully, and to become part of
the group. The young person then realises that communal life is
impossible without the establishment of social rules.


principles
encountered

During stopovers, the young people discover

and customs inherent to the
populations. To adopt the way of life of a different society, one
needs to understand its particular codes. Furthermore, activities
linked to nature, such as the discovery of the Guyanese forest, the
encounters with humpback whales in a marine sanctuary, are
made possible only when respecting rules. They are constant
links to the surrounding world. The young people become
aware of their importance.

Group
pedagogy for
developing
individual
learning

By means of:
 Constructing a collective dimension
 Using the collective dimension like a
“well-oiled” engine

Objectif 3 :

Using life
experience as a
foundation for
everyday
learning
exploration

ENCOURAGING
THE YOUNG
PERSON TO
OPEN UP TO THE
WORLD AND
LEARN

By means of:
 Living an adventure
 Learning navigation (necessary for
becoming a crew member)
 Encountering indigenous populations
and learning the basics of their
languages (necessary for
communicating)

Stirring up the
young person’s
interest
By means of:
 Navigation: the learning of the skills
needed on a ship
 Meeting with local professionnals

Objective 3: Bringin g th e y o u n g
p e o ple to o p e n u p to th e world a n d
to lear n
a) Group pedagogy for devel oping
individual learning

Often, the first ‘shock’ is to discover that, before living an
adventure “like the ones seen on TV”, one must learn to wash
clothes, clean dishes and cook adequate meals first. Nevertheless, it
is around these elementary but necessary activities that the group
dynamic is built, and that a project result can be achieved in a
satisfying manner.
The group members do ‘progress’, ‘go forward’ and learn
together throughout the journey.

The group acts like a well-oiled engine. If a
majority of members is motivated to perform an action, or to learn, it
will carry along the minority with it. Until they ‘step’ on-board,
almost all the participants may not have had any idea of what
building a group project implies.

b)Direct life experience as a
foundation f or e veryday learning
exploration
 We are not a school and do not present our project to social
services and families as a solution for young people with educational

underachievement. On-board, we do not provide “typically
scholastic work” with young people whose past relationship with
school is often based on personal failure and rejection of its system.
We wish to instil a desire to learn by means of real life
experience. Thereby, everyone on-board quickly understands
that, to become a “true” crew member, one must put personal effort
into their daily tasks, at sea as well as on land.

Arousing their interest through daily adventures

is what will entice them to learn. The journey increases such
opportunities, as well as encouraging personal understanding for
people encountered in countries to be visited.
 Navigation: to lead the boat forward requires grasping the
motion of the wind in relationship to the sails, working out your
position on maps, reading GPS (satellite navigation), steering the
boat…All this, new to most of our young people, offers constant
discovery and apprenticeship opportunities, as each young
grows into a crew member. This apprenticeship is acquired
through group or individual coaching (adapted to each child's
abilities) in areas where everyone’s contribution is required.

Encounters with indigenous population on land:

For
the purpose of going on excursions or asking for directions, learning
the rudiments of the native tongue is necessary. To understand the
surrounding environment and the encountered peoples, one must
gather information, i.e.: open a book, listen to instructive group
readings prior to landing, or ask the knowledgeable persons.

work and stir up the interest to want to weave a basket, or a carpet,
c) Stirring up the young pe ople’s
interest
A common problem we regularly face with ‘our’ young
people is a general lack of motivation. They find it difficult to have,
or express and to fulfil desires of any kind. Stirring up their interest,
so they may ultimately become, in the future, involved in a

professional project and be in control of their own
life, is essential to us.
 Navigation: operating the boat in a satisfactory manner
requires multiple skills, intellectual as well as manual. It is an
excellent opportunity for the young people to participate in many
“training courses” (mechanics, sail handling, electrics, cooking…),
usually taught in 4th class, from which desires and motivations
might sprout, that might turn into future professional
aspirations.
 During stopovers, numerous encounters with the
indigenous populations will take place, during which young
people may discover the art of fishing, farming, or craft
work, which may throw new light on the values of manual

or to work the land…
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Staf f diversity
The management is ensured by a team of people with a
chosen career or path in life appropriate for this project, including
professional sailors (with National Certification, Captain 200
Certification), professionals (educators) in both the social and sociocultural sectors (“D.U.T carrière sociale, B.A.F.A”, respectively a
university diploma in social work and a diploma for youth leaders
and workers).
On land, our Co-ordination Office will maintain contact
between the vessel, the social organisations and the families that
entrust the young people to us.
Since 2003, we favour a system of rotating the management
team members for the expeditions. To ensure fresh management
team members, we have set in place a plan for consistent teams in
the long term. In 2007-2008 and 2008-2009, 9 management team
members, including the 3 skippers, participated on the expeditions.
Besides, to ensure the continuity of the youngsters’ follow-up and
pedagogical work, one person stays permanently throughout the
sojourn. Furthermore, we insist on the importance of permanent
members passing on information to those who take over.
The personal and professional life experiences of the
management team members are often of value to the young people
who create bonds at different levels depending on the person.
We are presently reflecting on the rotations of the
management team members, their impact on the project and on the
young people. The team members’ rotation is well thought out

ahead of the expedition, in order to create a constant on-board
diversity of team members.

c) The work of the team th roughout
the year
Journey preparation:
To ensure team work cohesiveness, all management team
members gather for preparatory meetings prior to the journey. Onboard rules, adopted pedagogies and individual responsibilities are
discussed. Experiences of past expeditions are brought up and reexamined.
A few days before departure, a supervision meeting takes
place during which the management team examines the issues
regarding the newly assembled crew of young people, and decides
on which actions to take.

Teamwork during the expedition:
• The on-board management team
 The role of each management team member:
The captain is responsible for the security and all the
technical aspects of the boat. He manages the crew’s rotations and
imparts the knowledge pertaining to sailing.

Permanent members and their assistants will ensure the
educational and pedagogical work. On land, they are responsible for
all activities and organisation on all levels.
The ‘permanent member’ guarantees the continuity of the
educational actions.
Each management team member monitors the young
people’s daily on-board activities, his health, well being and
security.
Each management team member acts as a mediator for two
young people; he supervises them with all due care, and ensures that
they respect their contracts.
 Managing team meetings:
- Every day, informal discussions take place, allowing for a
permanent actualisation and adaptation of the educational
strategies.
- Every week, the team members meet to prepare the individual
contracts and organise for the coming week. Any difficulties arising
from recent days will raise questions and will be discussed. Internal
regulation.
- Every two months, the team members hold several meetings to
write reports for the social services, Aide Sociale à l’Enfance,
regarding the young people’s progress.
- These meetings will be organised whenever quick and
important decisions are needed in response to exceptional
situations.

 The On-board Notebook:
The On-board Notebook keeps written records of all on-board
events.
The important events, including outcomes, conflicts, crew and
management reunions, reactions to situations and decisions are
noted.
This written medium provides invaluable information for future
management team members.
The On-board Notebook is solely privy to the management
team.
 The personal record of each young person:
The management team keeps a personal record for each and
every young person on-board. The information includes:
The young person’s ID
The Internal Rules signed by him
The Contract of Sojourn
The clauses pertaining to the Contract of Sojourn
The weekly individual meetings
The contracts drafted by the young people
The reports sent to social services.
Young people can access these logs, in the presence of a
management team member.

 The supervision:
A supervision facility has been implemented since 2008. During
the expedition, the young people can contact the Supervisor, by
means of email or phone (whenever the stopover permits), to talk
about any difficult situations or to raise any questions.
During the expedition, when the rotation of team members at a
stopover takes place, the Supervisor will meet with the young
people.

Post-journey phase:
Upon the return of the expedition, the entire team convene ‘at
base’ to discuss their adventures, and, since 2009, in the presence of
the Supervisor.
In September, the meetings are devoted to reflecting on the last
expedition, in order to better prepare the next one.

• The role of the Co-ordination Office:
A permanent member (who is also a rotating crew member) is
employed full time at the Co-ordination Office in Sète (a French
port on the Mediterranean Sea).
During the expedition, the permanent member is in regular
contact with the on-board management team who transmits to him
all essential information. Through phone calls, he keeps in constant
touch with the young people’s families, the social workers and the
Board of Directors.
He carries out the Association’s administrative and bookkeeping
duties.
In May of every year, he processes the requests for the following
expedition.

d) Follow-up and disc ussion
committee in France
 The Board of Directors:
In accordance with the Association's legal status, a Board of
Directors consisting of 9 members is elected yearly. Professionals
from administrative, educational, social and medical sectors, as well
as a number of young people from previous expeditions, will be
present. The Board of Directors is first and foremost a guarantor of
the Association’s ethics. One or more meetings take place every
trimester, in addition to extraordinary sessions which will be called
whenever important decisions must be taken (i.e.: hiring of staff
members, financial management and main pedagogical axes).

 The Technical Committee:
It is composed of professionals from the following three
departments:
- A Medical Committee, consisting of a doctor (Romain JOBERT )
and a nurse (Véronique PEYROL)
- A Sailing Committee, headed by naval architect (Denis
KERGOMARD)
- An Educational and Pedagogical Committee, consisting of educators
and social affairs professionals (Sébastien ROSE, Christelle DE LA
IGLESIA, Félix VAN DITZHUYZEN).
This Committee is consulted every time any major issue arises
concerning any of the above departments.
 The supervision:
For the 2009-2010 expedition, our clinical psychologist,
Marec DIEUL, is our Supervisor.
Supervision meetings:
- The day before our departure, following the preparation
session, a meeting is organised to study clinical resources: the first
team members’appraisal of the participating young people and
observations regarding some of the preceding week situations

- Analysis of practices: Twice in the course of the expedition
during stopovers, and in France, for every rotation of team and
upon the return of the expedition.
A constant connection is ensured with the on-board
management team by means of telephone and email throughout
the entire expedition.

e) Partnership with the social
services an d the families

Partnership with the social and judiciary
services and the families is essential. It allows the young
people to be involved in the journey in a more serene manner. The
proper preparation for the young people for the trip, and also for the
return, is paramount.

Before the journey:
As soon as the first contact is established, we propose a
meeting with the young people, their family and the educator. The
journey, the on-board rules and the importance of determining
objectives with the young people to make this expedition
meaningful, are discussed. The commitment of every

person to the project, particularly that of the family
members, facilitates the involvement of the young people.
Following the preparation session, a Contract of Sojourn
between the family and/or the young people’s referring persons, the

young people and Grandeur Nature is signed. Clauses will be added
during the journey. This allows for a ‘working on common
ground’ basis.

keep alive the connection between the expedition team and the
people in the mother country, France, to assess all progress made by
the young people in relationship to their initial objectives – in view
of the “post-journey” phase.

Families and Social Services workers are invited to be present
for the departure of the vessel.

During the journey:

Pre paration of the “post - journe y pha se”:

Throughout the journey, the maintaining of bonds with the
families and Social Services is of the utmost importance. We request
that the young people on-board keep in touch with ‘their’ usual
living environment, by means of mail writing, as he must bear in
mind that this sojourn ‘is not forever’.

During the last third of the expedition, the management onboard team asks the young people to express in writing their wishes
regarding the post-journey period. These writings are sent to France
by a permanent member who proposes a new meeting between the
Social Services and the families to discuss the young people’s wishes
and their possible implementation.

The Co-ordination Office maintains regular phone contacts
with the families and Social services to keep them informed of the
young people’s progress.
On-board, progress reports written bi-monthly by the
management team are communicated to the Social Services and the
Judiciary.
When a team members’ rotation is to take place, a meeting with
the families, the Social Services and a permanent member of the
Association is proposed. Again, the aim of these encounters is to

The return of the expedition is planned for the end of July, so
the young people have the entire month of August to adapt to his
new orientation in life.
Our mission with the young people ends at the end of the
expedition. We propose a meeting with the structure put in charge
of the young people, to continue with the support of the young
people initiated on-board and to help his re-integration in the best of
all possible conditions.

f) Non-compliance with the rules and exclusion
In case of non-compliance to the rules, and depending on the nature of the violation, the young person is requested to present himself to the
management team and the whole group, to account for himself and offer to make amends. Then, several solutions will be discussed within the
team. However, each situation may require a different solution, according to the age of the young person, the offence and its impact on the
group.

A few of the proposed solutions:






Written reports regarding the situation or the subject of the violation.
Repairs to damaged or broken items (if applicable), with the help of a management team member.
Apologies to the offended person(s).
Exclusion from the group, from a few hours up to a few days, but still under the supervision of a management member.
Intervention of outsiders (during stopovers) acting as mediators.

When welcoming a young person on-board, our focus is to spare him, at all costs, the possibility of any failure and to offer him any
support necessary throughout the expedition.
If a young person threatens the harmony of the group, his exclusion will be considered. This ultimate measure is taken with the best interest of
the child and the rest of the group, not as an educational sanction.
The on-board team consults with the Supervisor of the Co-ordination Office, as well as with the association Educational Committee.
As an exceptional measure, and only after having consulted with the social workers, the parents and others involved (including the
Association), we reserve the right to decide on a young person’s exclusion, in the best interest of everyone.
Until this day, Grandeur Nature’s only motives for exclusion have been either threatening behaviour or health related issues.

g) Journey pre parations in regard to
planning, health and security
Stopover pre parations:
Every year, the whole team discusses and formulates the new
programme in advance.
Upon their first meeting, the young people receive an
Information Booklet containing the course of the journey, the
stopover locations and the corresponding activities.
This
programme is posted on-board for all to consult for the length of the
expedition.
However, as we consider that a stopover is a mere medium for
‘working’ with the young people, we reserve the right to adapt the
activities and the programme at the wishes of the young people, for
discovery and apprenticeship purposes.
Prior to the expedition, we consult the official government
website (www.diplomatie.gouv.fr ) in order to be better informed
about possible health risks and political stability in the regions we
will travel to.
Our partners abroad are also a reliable source of ‘real time’
information.
Upon arrival on foreign soil, we accomplish the formalities
(customs, immigration) and consult with the French Consulate as to
any possible risks in the locations we plan to stay.
We have cancelled some stopovers in the past, for political,
sanitary or meteorological reasons.
Our knowledge of the terrain, our practical experience and our
contacts allow us to adapt the programme and choose alternative

stopover options if necessary. Parents and those who referred the
young people are kept informed of such changes.

Health arran gements:
Prior to departure:
The on-board medical supplies are administered by a
registered nurse collaborating closely with our own Association’s
doctor who has approved them.
The nurse provides the management team members with
training on the proper use of the on-board medicines.
Pharmaceutical products are kept in categorized colour-labelled
boxes (i.e.: medicines, band aids, homeopathic products) classified
according to the ailment (allergies, sore throats, insect bites,
diarrhoea, etc…)
Having participated in several expeditions on-board of
Grandeur Nature, the nurse is knowledgeable regarding all health
needs associated with this type of sea travel to tropical countries.
The sanitary risks in a zone to be visited are studied prior to
each stopover, using the www.diplomatie.gouv.fr website.
An index card of each stopover is put together, detailing all
necessary information (climate, health issues, administrative
formalities, and useful contact details regarding the closest embassy
or medical facility, for instance).
The Association Health Committee prescribes all expedition
treatments necessary prior to departure (as some medical supplies

Health arran gements ( continued ):
are not always available abroad), and recommends the necessary
vaccinations.
Every member of the expedition receives a list of all formalities to
accomplish, including medical, for his safe participation on the
journey (See *listing in the Information Booklet). Each young
person must consult his own physician for all particular medical
prescriptions, vaccines, and personal treatments and emergency
protocol he might need during the journey.
Compiling the young person’s medical record prior to departure:
•
•
•
•
•

An up-dated Health notebook
An up-dated International Vaccination certificate
A Physical Fitness certificate for sports and communal
activities
A certificate signed by the attending physician detailing all
known allergies and particular medical contraindications
The Carte vitale (the French National Health Coverage chip
card), for stopovers in France, and the application form E111
(for health coverage in a European country).

We use a ‘Medical Log’ with details the young people’s age, weight,
daily treatment and all possible medical contraindications. It allows
for checking that all health procedures have been followed
according to the Association Technical Committee specifications.

During the journey:
A Vidal (equivalent to the Martindale or the Physician Desk
Reference) on-board allows checking on the directions for usage of
all physician-prescribed medicines.
All medical treatments and/or physician appointments are noted
down in this appropriate on-board Medical Log.
In case of geographical remoteness (as during some navigation
periods), we can use satellite phone communication (for emergency
cases only) to call the Medical Consultation Centre Specialised in
Remote Care (CCMM, in Toulouse, France), or the physician of
our Association Health Committee. The captains are formally
trained for managing such emergency calls.
If necessary, the on-board pharmacy can be restocked when a
team’s rotation takes place, or during stopovers in large cities.
Upon arrival in a foreign country, we accomplish the formalities
with local authorities qualified to advise travellers against incursions
into some areas.
On land, medical visits are arranged directly at a consulting office of
a local physician. The nearest medical centre, from the boat
mooring point, is known to the whole on-board management team.
In Casamance, it takes 30 min to reach a community clinic by ways
of motorized boat or canoe, or with the Grandeur Nature sailboat.
In the Dominican Republic (Caribbean Sea) or Fernando de
Norhona in Brazil, 5 minutes is all it takes to reach the nearest
hospital complex. If some young people have medical conditions
requiring drug-related re-assessments, specialized physicians are

consulted with the authorization of our Association Health
Committee.
Anti-malarials are taken daily with a meal when the crew is
within a risk zone.
The on-board pharmacy containing all the medicines is kept
securely in the captain cabin. No young people can access it outside
the presence of an adult.
Medical responsibilities are assumed by the captain.
For each excursion, each group is equipped with a First Aid
Kit validated by our Association Health Committee.

On - board securit y arrangement:
The Grandeur Nature ship flies the French flag; she obeys
regulations stipulated in Division 224 relating to yachting.
Captains are responsible for maintaining the ship in good
condition and working order. Yearly, the ship is moved from the
water for 2 months approximately, to review, assess any damage,
repair or replace any weak or defective part of the ship.
During this time, at least two of the captains, aided by
professionals, attend to the ship’s needs to make sure ‘she’ is sound,
reliable and seaworthy.
Following the careening, and throughout the journey, the
captains service the boat whenever any deterioration is noticed.
Vigilance, regarding maintenance, is high throughout the
expedition. Short periods of work involving the youngsters are
organized according to the responsibilities of each and the planning
of the stopovers and navigation periods, to give the boat constant

attention. The ship is a ‘living environment’ that must provide the
crew with security as well as comfort.
According to Division 225 (NUC norms), captains, having
received merchant marine training, take an active part in the
following aspects of the ship (i.e.: document production, safety
materials):
•
•
•
•
•
•

The keeping of the ship’s log (weather bulletin, navigation
observations, barometric pressure, etc…)
The addition of safety materials
The provision of additional survival equipment
The display of security instructions (information regarding
the distress signal types, actions in case of emergency…)
The security training (regarding on-board motion and
locomotion, basics of survival at sea, ‘what to do’ in case of
ship’s evacuation, etc…)
Instruction regarding ‘man at sea recovery’.

Satellite telecommunication is an additional safety measure in
case of emergency.
•

Instruction regarding ‘man at sea recovery’. During the
journey, learning sessions relating to practical and theoretical
aspects of marine navigation are held for the benefit of crew
members. From day one, everyone’s on-board security is the
main priority. It is the subject of written regulations posted
and explained on-board. The captains instruct all the crew
members in sailing skills, including reading nautical charts.
Practice and experience alternate with theory. All situations
encountered during navigation are exploited (i.e.: the
crossing of ships at night, the lowering of the mast, how to
choose a heading, how to locate dangers from nautical
charts.).

- The evaluation of our work We are currently working on the implementation of work
assessment tools, for internal as well as external purposes.

Following the writing of the present project, we are
committed to working on implementing a good quality referential
that will allow for our work evaluation.

Internal evaluation
The following pedagogical tools implemented with the young
people during the expedition allow us to make an internal
assessment of our work.









The self-assessment table, filled out monthly by
the young people
The respect of the weekly contracts (the
verbal commitment of the young people), as a basis
for assessing the work accomplished on-board
The post-journey summary, written by the
whole crew, using open questionnaires, as to assess
everybody’s on-board personal evolution and work
accomplished
The expedition summary, drafted in the
presence of the entire management team members
upon the return voyage
The supervision (See Team work, and Follow-up
and discussion Committee).

External evaluation
In September 2009, we participated in an external audit
performed by the Essonne Department for assessing the relevance of
all ‘Child Living environments’ accredited by this subdivision. This
audit is annexed hereto.

- ANNEXES Summary of the exploite d tools
Informa tion Book let
Inte rnal R ules
Verbal En ga ge ment
Charter of Rights an d Free dom
Con tra ct of Sojourn
Ex ternal a udit of Septe mber 17 TH 2009

Summary of the ex ploited tools
ALLOWING
THE
CHILDREN
TO
EXPRESS
THEMSELVES
VERBALLY

The tools used:

TEAM WORK
ON-BOARD

•

Contract of sojourn

•

Verbal expression group sessions

•

Weekly conversational « get togethers »

•

Weekly contracts

•

Psychological support

•

Multiple
expression
medium
(journals,
photographics, internet blog, drawing and other
artistic activities)

THE
EVALUATION
OF OUR WORK

The tools used:
Internal evaluation:
• Self-evaluation table
• Respect of the weekly contracts
• Post-journey assessment
• Expedition assessment
• Supervision
External evaluation:
•

External audit

The tools used:
•

Journey preparation session

•

Weekly and monthly team meetings

•

On-board Notebooks

•

Personal records of each young person

•

Contact with the supervisor (via mail and meetings
on-board)

